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The effect of electron correlation on the ferromagnetism of a transition metal is investigated by taking an
approximate model Hamiltonian which takes into account the effect of interatomic interactions. An approxi-
mate solution of the correlation problem for this model is obtained by using the Green-function method. The
condition for ferromagnetism for this solution is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

"N recent years, the awareness of the role of correla-
~ - tion among electrons in the magnetic properties of
metals has motivated several treatments of correlation
effects in transition metals. ' The theory of electrons
with strong correlations in a narrow s band has been
developed by Kanamori, 2 by Gutzwiller, ' and by Hub-
bard4 ' using three different methods. Kanamori uses
the two-body scattering operators, Gutzwiller utilizes
the correlated wave functions, and Hubbard employs
the one-particle Green functions. These authors ex-
amined the magnetic stability of the system. Several
other authors' ' have also discussed the stability of
ferromagnetic state by using the Hubbard model. In
all these treatments, it is assumed that only intra-atomic
interaction between the electrons is appreciable, and
interatomic interactions can be neglected. In spite of
various approaches, models and approximations pro-
posed to explain ferromagnetism in metals, our under-
standing of the origin of ferromagnetism is still meager.
Therefore, it still has some meaning to study a, simple
model in detail and to examine whether it can be ferro-
magnetic or not.

In this paper, we study a model for a narrow s band
of electrons described by the Hamiltonian

Ia=g r;;c;.c,.+-P e,,e; .+', g ();,e,.e,-.
'v 2 '~ v
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the interatomic correlation of electrons at two dif-
ferent sites.

Our approach to the correlation problem is based on
the Green-function method discussed by Zubarev. ' In
Sec. II, an approximate theory for correlation effects in
electrons is developed. Here, we have evaluated one-
electron Green function for the system described by the
Hamiltonian (1). The higher-order Green functions
appearing in the equations of motion of Green function
are decoupled within the Hartree-Fock approximation
and within the approximations similar to that of
Hubbard. ' We also find the approximate solution of
correlation problem in zero bandwidth limit. The same
problem is then discussed for finite bandwidth case.
In Sec. III, the occurrence of ferromagnetism for square
density of states is discussed. Section IV summarizes
our findings.

II. SOME APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS

The double-time temperature-dependent retarded
(+) and advanced (—) Green functions involving two
operators A and 8 are defined by

«A(t); B(t')))"'=~tt)(~(t—«'))&LA(t),B(t')l.) (2)

where

(A,Bj,=AB rtBA, —
ri= &1 (whichever is more convenient),

A(t) =e'~'A(0)e '~',

The derivation of the Hamiltonian, various approxima-
tions implied in it, and the meaning of symbols are
discussed in the Appendix. This Hamiltonian differs
from that of Hubbard' by the inclusion of third term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (1). This term represents

8(t) is the step function, unity for positive t and zero
for negative t, and ( .) denote an average with re-
spect to the canonical density matrix of the system
at temperature T. We assume A=1. In practice, it is
convenient to work with the Fourier transform of the
Green function with respect to co.

' C. Herring, in Magnetism, edited by G. T. Rado and H. Suhl
(Academic Press Inc. , New York, 1966), Vol. IV.

J. Kanamori, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 30, 275 (1963).
3 M. C. Gutzwiller, Phys. Rev. Letters 10, 159 (1963); Phys.

Rev. 134, A923 (1964); 137, A1726 (1965).
4 J. Hubbard, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A276, 238 (1963).' J. Hubbard, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A277, 237 (1964);

A281, 401 (1964); Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 84, 455 (1964).
6 Y. Nagaoka, Phys. Rev. 147, 392 (1966).
7 A. B. Harris and R. V. Lange, Phys. Rev. 15?, 295 (1967).
J. L. Beeby, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 90, 765 (1967); 90,

779 (1967).' L. M. Roth, Phys. Rev. Letters 20, 143 (1960).
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The Fourier transform satisfies the equation of motion"

«A; B))„=(1/2n) &LA,B)„)+«LA,Hj; B))„, (4)

+ D. N. Zubarev, Usp. Fiz. Nauk 71, 71 (1960) LEnglish transl. :
Soviet Phys. —Usp. 3, 320 (1969)g.
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where

if Imor) 0

if Im~(0 (5)

and Imago stands for the imaginary part of or. It can be
shown that" "

&(~ &))-+' —((~; &))--'
&B(t')A (t)) =i lim

e&("-»—q

where P=1/E))T and E~ is the Boltzmann constant.
In our analysis, we consider the Green function

These equations in turn involve still higher-order Green
functions. To obtain the exact solution one has to solve
a hierarchy of equations of the form (4). To get a
plausible approximate solution one tries to truncate
this hierarchy of equations at a certain stage by de-
coupling the higher-order Green functions into the
lower-order Green functions. Accuracy of a solution
depends on how many equations of motion of Green
functions one solves and what scheme is resorted to for
decoupling the higher-order Green functions.

We first examine the simple scheme, the Hartree-
Fock approximation in which the higher-order Green
functions appearing in (12) are decoupled as follows:

G;),'(a&) = ((c;.; c),.))„, )7= —1. (7)
Ss (rC'ter j o) Q$ tr CQ(J j o) )

+jo&Cio j co—Rja& Cia j to ~

The knowledge of this Green function enables one to
evaluate the density of states per atom of spin 0, which
is needed to study the condition for ferromagnetism.
Substituting (7) into (6), putting j=k, t t'=0, —and
summing over j, one obtains for (n, ) the mean number
of the electrons per atom of spin:

Gjt ((L)+1E) Gjj (Go
——t c)

d(0. (8)
cP(~ v)+]—

In this approximation, Eq. (12) turns out to be

((v —I(n .)—QnZ) G;(,'((o) =—+P T,,G, ), '(cv) . (14)
2~

Here, Z is the number of nearest neighbors, and we have
used the translational symmetry of the problem to
write &n;,)= (n, ). We do not consider antiferro-
magnetic ordering. This equation may be solved by
Fourier transformation. If we write

This shows that

and use (A6), we obtain from (14)

G (k,~)= (2~) '/(co —e),—I(n, )—QnZ) . (16)

gives the density of (pseudoparticle) states per atom
of spin 0.

For the Hamiltonian (1), one finds

Lc;.,Hj=g T;;c;.+In;,c;.+P Q,,n, , c;. (10)

and
Ln;. ,H] =Q T;; (c,.tc;.—c;.tc;,) .

Therefore, the Eq. (4) for G;, (co) comes out to be

a)G;), (a)) =—+Q T;,6;), (a)+I(&n; .c,,; ))
2~

The poles of one-particle Green function give the
energies of quasiparticles; Eq. (16), therefore, shows
that the band structure is slightly modified, the energy
of the (k,o) state now being e),+I(n, )+QnZ, which
reduces to Hubbard's expression in the limit Q-+0.

Now, we shall go beyond the Hartree-Fock approxi-
mation by writing down the equations of motion
fEq. (4)$ for the higher-order Green functions
((n, ,c;„' ))„and &(n;, c,, ; ))„.The equation of motion
for ((n„,c;„))„is given by

((o —T()—I)(&n, ,c,.; ))„

=(n—.)—+2 T'((n' —c' ' ))
2~

Here, and hereafter, the operator cA,~ coming after";"in the Green functions is suppressed for brevity.
The right-hand side of Eq. (12) contains higher-order

Green functions ((n, ,c,, ; ))„and ((n, c;„' ))„. To
solve Eq. (12) for Green function G;),'(&u), these higher-
order Green functions are needed. For evaluating these
higher-order Green functions, the equations of motion
of the form (4) are written for these Green functions.

where
1

T() T;;= Qe), . —— —(18)

+»' («c'=" .c'.; ))- (—&c 'c' "—; ))--)-
i'
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'+s-e'+pa'&io j or +o' '+i—o &s~ I

Within these approximations, Eq. (17) reduces to

+'l—rr~xo' ) Gl

(19)

(n .) —+Q T;,G;p ((v) . (20)
~ —Tp —I—QnZ 2or i'

In a similar way, if we write the equation of motion
for ((n;, c,„))„and decouple the three-operator Green
functions according to the approximations used by
Hubbard4 and five-operator Green functions into
((n;, c;„' ))„according to the approximation used in
Eq. (19), we get

+go' ~$0'j 07

(n. ) —+P T,,G,p'(oo) . (21)
cv —Tp —I(n .)—QnZ 2' i'

Substituting the values of Green functions ((n;,c,„))„
and ((n;, c;,; ))„from Eqs. (20) and (21) in Eq. (12),

We decouple the three-operator Green functions
((n; .c;.; )), ((c; .c; .c;.; ))„, and ((c; .c; .c;.; ))„
according to the approximations used by Hubbard, ' and
five-operator Green function ((n;,n, , c;„))„ into
((n;,c;„' ))„according to the following approximation:

we find

(~—To)G'p (~) =(I+f(~ (n-.)))

where

X —+Q T;,G,p (po), (22)
2~ i'

A. Approximate Solution in Zero-Bandwidth Limit

In the limit of zero bandwidth oq=Tp for all k,
hence, it follows that T;;=Tob;;. After replacing e& by
Tp in Eq. (24) the Green function in zero-bandwidth
case ls

I(n .)
f(~,(n-.)) =

cu Tp—I —Qn—Z
nz

(23)
a —Tp —I(n .)—QnZ

The Fourier transform of the Green function defined
by Eq. (15), is, therefore, given by

1 1+f(po, (n, ))
G (k,po) =— (24)

2~ (~—oo) —(og —To)f(~,(n .))
We shall now consider the correlation effects in the
theory of ferrornagnetion on the basis of this Green
function.

1
G'(k, (o)=-

2m (oo —To) ((a —To—I—QnZ) ((u —Tp I(n )—Qn—Z)
(25)

QnZ/(I(n, )+QnZ), and I(n, )/(I+QnZ) states per
atom for spin 0, respectively. This result divers strikingly
from that of Hubbard. According to Hubbard, the
system behaves as though it has two energy levels at
Tp and Tp+I containing (1—(n, )) and (n, ) states,
respectively. It should be noted that because of inter-
atomic interaction, the number of states in a particular
energy level depends upon the strength of interaction
parameters I and Q, while these are independent of the
strength of interactions when interatomic interaction
is neglected.

By finding out the density of states in each energy
level, one can find out the number of electrons occupy-
ing a given energy level at absolute zero and, hence,
the ground-state energy of the system. Comparing the
energies of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic state, one
can find out their relative stability. In the Hubbard
model, it can be shown that for I= 1, the energy of both
paramagnetic and ferromagnetic states is the same and,
hence, the probability of occurrence of both the states

Here,

F(s)) =co'—(2Tp+I+QnZ)a)
+Is(n, )(1—(n- ))—To(I+ To+QnZ) . (26)

We substitute the value of G (k,oo) from (25) in Eq. (9)
to get the density of states per atom of spin a,

I'(n, )(1—(n, ))
u. (~) = &(~—To)

(I+QnZ) (I(n, )+QnZ)

QnZ
5 (~—Tp

—I(n, )—QnZ)I(n, )+QnZ

I(n .)+ 5 (&v Tp I QnZ) . (—27)——
(I+QnZ)

I'(n, ) (1—(n, ))/(I+QnZ) (I(n )+QnZ),

This expression shows that system behaves as though
it has three energy levels at To, (To+I(n ,)+QnZ), .
and (Tp+I+QnZ) containing
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is equal. In the present case, we find ' that the energy
of the ferromagnetic state is smaller than that of the
paramagnetic state, and therefore the ferromagnetic
state is more stable than the paramagnetic state.

12-

10-

B. Finite-Bandwidth Case

The general nature of the solution given by Eq. (24)
will now be investigated for the finite-bandwidth case.
The expression (24) for G (k,co) may be resolved into
partial fractions:

6-
Cl

3

2-

G (k,co) =— + +
271 or —Goy~( ) or —Mk&

(28)

Here, (og, &') &cog, (') &(vk, &') are the roots of the equation

(co—e~) (or—To+I—QnZ) (~—To I(n—,) Qn—Z)
—(eg —To)(I(n-, )(co—T —l(n .)—QnZ)

+2QnZ(&o To—I QnZ—))—=0 (29)
and

p((g~ 0&)
o)—

(~ o& .„(2&)(~~ 0& ., (»)

p(~~ (»)

(~~ —~~ )(~k —~.. )

p((g~ (3&)

g„,( )—
((gg (» (gg (») (~g (3& (gg (2&)

(30)

(32)

1
p, ((o) =—P (Ag, "&h((a —(og, &'&)+Ay "&b((u —(ug, "&)

From (28) and (9), the density of states per atom of
spin o- is given by

-3
O

I

0.25
I

0.5
k/I&g

I

p.75

I iG. 1. Typical perturbed band structure is shown. co=mI, ('),
co =coI, (", and co =cof, (') are three perturbed energy bands.
Dashed curve represents the unperturbed band. k~ is the wave
vector at the boundary of the Brillouin zone. The parameters
corresponding to this figure are I=10 eV, Q=0.1 eV, Z=12,
(e-,)= ,'n 0 5—=.

We note that the bandwidth of lowest and highest bands
increases as Q decreases, while bandwidth of middle
band diminishes as Q decreases. This middle band
disappears when Q-+ 0.

Now, an expression more explicit than (33) will be
given for the density of states. If P(cv&, o&) and P(&o&,"')
are positive and p(&u~, "&) is negative, "then by applying
the property of 8 function"

b(x-a„)
&(g(x))=E

- Ig'(a-)I
(34)

where a„are the roots of the equation g(x) =0 and
Ig'(a„)l is the modulus of derivative of g(x) with

The expression (33) for density of states per atom
of spin 0- shows that the system behaves as though it has
three bands with dispersion laws cd=ark ('), co=org "',
and co=co~ &'&. From Eqs. (30)—(32), it can be shown
that Az, "&+A&,&"+A&, &'&=1. This equality and Eqs.
(30)—(32) show that the eGect of A~, ' ' cannot be
given any simpler interpretation beyond the statement
that they regulate the density of states in each band in
such a way that the total number of states in all three
bands is just one. The general form of the bands or&, "',
co~ ), and co~ &') is shown in Fig. 1. The variation of
bandwidth of different bands with Q is shown in Table I.

"Here and in what follows, for the purpose of calculation, we
take To ——0, i.e., we measure the band energy from the middle
of the band, and consider a fcc lattice. For intra-atomic interaction
parameter I, we take its screened (see Ref. 4) value which is equal
to 10 eV. The screened value of interatomic interaction parameter
is equal to 3 eV (see Ref. 4). But to study the dependence of
interatomic correlation effects on the magnitude of interaction
parameter Q, we vary Q from 0 to 3 eV.

TABLE I. Comparison of bandwidths of different bands for
different values of Q.'

0
(eV)

0.0
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.0
2.0
3.0

(eV)

2.0
1.79
1.49
1.28
1.13
1.01
0.96
0.64
0.50

(eV)

0.0
0.76
1.64
2.14
2.46
2.68
2.77
3.26
3.45

b, 3

(eV)

2.0
1.45
0.87
0.58
0.41
0.31
0.27
0.10
0.05

'2 We have seen that this condition is actually satisfied.
"L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, QNantlnz Mechanics

(Pergamon Press Inc. , Oxford, 1965), p. 18.

d 1, b, ~, and 43 are the bandwidths of the bands co=cup~&», ca=cake &»,
and co =cok~&», reSpeCtiVely.

b Calculations are performed for To =0, I = 10 eV, Z = 12, (n ~) =$n =O.S,
and the bandwidth of the unperturbed band (cu = ek) is taken equal to 4.0 eV.
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respect to x at a„, the density of states can be written as

PROFILE OF P~(&)

Fro. 2. Typical g (ca, (N, )) curve is shown. The projection of the
unperturbed density-of-states function P(or) into the perturbed
density of states p, (or) is indicated. The parameters corresponding
to this figure are the same as in Fig. 1.

The values of co+ and co are given in Table II for
di6'erent values of Q. This Table illustrates that these
infinities come closer as Q decreases and the width of
the middle band is reduced. In the limit Q

—+ 0, both in-
finities merge together and the second band disappears.
It is quite clear that the appearance of middle band is
due to the eGect of interatomic interaction within the
decoupling scheme used here.

In the paramagnetic state ((e,)=(n,)=-,'e) of the
system, it is found by Hubbard that for square density
of states, the erst band is completely full for n= 1 and,
therefore, the system behaves as an insulator. We 6nd
that in the present case the system in the paramagnetic
state behaves as an insulator only at some critical
value e=n, The. value of m, depends on the value of Q.
Table III shows the variation of e, with Q. It is clear
from the Table that e, increases as Q decreases and it
becomes equal to 1 as Q —+ 0.

III. CONDITION FOR FERROMAGNETISM

In Sec. II, we have seen that in case of zero band-
width, the ferromagnetic state is more stable than the

Here,
p. (oi) =P(g(oi, (l .))) . (33) TABLE III. Critical value n, for different values of Q.'

and

~+To+f(~, (~ .))-
g(~, (N-.&)

=
1+f(oi,(ti,))

1
P(M) =—Q 8((d —eg)

(36)

(37)

(eV)

1.0
0.84
0.52
0.35
0.21
0.16

0
(eV)

0.0
0.1
0,5
1.0
2.0
3.0

TABLE II. Positions of infinities of g(or, (n, )).'

0
(eV)

0.0
0.1
0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0

(eV)

5.0
8.12

14.24
20.80
33.25
45.45

(eV)

5.0
3.08
1.76
1.20
0.75
0.55

a Calculations are performed for To =0, I = 10 eV, |',n ~) =~an =0.5, and
Z =12.

is the density of states corresponding to the band
structure e1,.

Thus, p, (ro) can be obtained from P(co) by the
transformation given by Eqs. (35) and (36). This
transformation is illustrated graphically in Fig. 2
which shows a typical g(co) curve and the projection of
P(e0) into p, (ro). The curve g(co,(e,)) splits into three
parts. These parts are separated by inanities of
g(&o,(e,)) atro=co+, andre=co .The &o+ ando~ (co+)co )
are the roots of the equation

(co—Ts) (oi Tp I QmZ)— ——
+Is(e .)(1—(e .))=0. (38)

paramagnetic state. In this section, we shall find out the
possibility of the occurrence of ferromagnetism in the
case of hnite bandwidth. We use the general condition4

IJ —P'fg(co, —',e)) jdo~,
Bs

(39)

which must be satisfied for a system to exist in the
ferromagnetic state. Here, p is the Fermi energy of the
system.

It is difficult to manifest the condition (39) without
reference to some speci6c density-of-states function
P(&u). We examine the condition (39) for a square
density of states

P(co) = 1/6,
=0

if T'——,'6- co T'+
otherwise. (40)

For this case, density of states p, (&o) can be written as

1
p. (~) =—Z (—1)"I)(~—~- ),

Q a=1
(41)

a Calculation are performed for To=0, I =10 eV, (n t, )=(n~)=~2n,
7 =12, and the bandwidth of the unperturbed band equal to 4 eV.
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where m~'&co3'&co5' and co~'&co4'&co6' are the roots of
the cubic equations

and
g(or, -', m) = To——,'&

g(or, —',e) = To+-', 6,

(42)

(43)

1 QMO,

P (—1) 8(or —or. )dor.
a=j. Bl

(44)

It is not easy to evaluate right-hand side of inequality
(44) analytically. We have evaluated it numerically. "
It is found that when the Fermi level lies in the lowest
band, ferromagnetism is not possible, but when it lies
in the middle band, ferromagnetism is possible. This
result is quite different from Hubbard's conclusion
that for a square density of states ferromagnetism is
not possible. One may, therefore, infer that the inter-
atomic interaction should play an important role in
determining the behavior of ferromagnetic metals.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

respectively. The density of states given by Eq. (41),
when used in Eq. (39), leads to the following condition
for ferromagnetism:

analysis of the ferromagnetism in transition metals we
should have really considered the case of d electrons,
but we choose to deal with s electrons only because of
mathematical simplicity. However, while evaluating
the various approximations which have gone into the
derivation of the model, we shall keep in mind that we
are dealing with 3d transition metals. One may expect
that some important, aspect of the real (d electrons)
case will be missed in a study of the s-band case, but
the analysis should be helpful in understanding the
behavior of itinerant d electrons in ferromagnetic
metals.

The dynamics of the s-band electrons may approxi-
mately be described by the Hamiltonian4

H =Q ekck~ ckr
ko

1
+-', P (kk

~

—ik 'k, ')c,. ... c, . „,.
kyk2kg'kg' r

1 1
2(kk'~ —

~

kk') —(kk'~ —
~

k'k) r k.ck.~ck. , (A1)
kk' r r

In the preceding sections, we have investigated an
approximate model for electron correlation in an s
band of transition metals. It is found that one band
splits into three bands. The middle band occurs only
because we consider the interatomic interactions. The
system behaves as an insulator at certain critical value
e. of e. The value of e, depends on Q. Conditions for
the ferromagnetism for the square density of states are
quite different from Hubbard's conclusion which is
based on the assumption that interatomic interaction
is negligible. We should mention here that Hubbard's
decoupling approximation, which we have used, is not
suitable for the Hamiltonian (1) which emphasizes
intersite correlations. Also our expressions do not seem
to preserve the electron-hole symmetry. However, our
conclusions show that intersite correlations may be
important to explain the magnetic properties of transi-
tion metals, and should not be neglected.
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APPENDIX

where ck, ck are the creation and annihilation oper-
ators of the electrons of wave vector k and spin a., vk,

is the occupation number of the state with wave vector
k of the band in the Hartree-Fock calculation,

1
(krak(-~ 4'kk')

fk, (x)fk, (x )Pk, (X)fk, (X )
=e2 dx dx', (A2)

[x—x'f

gk(x) = p e '"' '$(x —R;), (A3)

ek and pk are the energy and wave function of the
electron of wave vector k with some appropriate
Hartree-Fock potential. It is assumed that the Hartree-
Fock potential is independent of the electron spin so one
has the same energy and wave function for both spins.

Now, we shall transform this Hamiltonian in Wannier
representation. We transform the Bloch wave function
into the Wannier function according to the relation

In this Appendix, we derive the approximate Hamil-
tonian of Eq. (1) for s band of the electrons. For an

'4 Calculations are performed for Q=O. i, 1, and 3 eV, band-
width =4 and 2 eV, and 0&m &l.

where p(x —R~) is the Wannier function at atomic
position R;, and E is the total number of atoms in the
system. Operators ck,~ and ck are transformed into the
operators c; ~ and c; for an electron of spin o. in the
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orbital state p(x—R,) by the relations

1 1
cik Ric, t ~ c Q c—ik Ric. (A4)

QE

In terms of wave function p(x —R;) and operators

c;,t, c;„the Hamiltonian (A1) can be rewritten as

transition metals is given by '~

(ii
I
1/r

I
ii) 20 eV,

(ijl 1/rlij)=6 eV,

(izl1/rlij& —,
' eV,

(ijl 1/rlik& ,', eV—,

(iil1/rl jj) 1/40 eV,

(A9)

1
II=+ T;,c,,tc,.+ ', P (iy I

—-lkl&c;, tc,;tc), ck,
ij ijkl

1 1 1
2&ij I-

I
&i& —&ijl-I 1&&

g ijA, tm r r

X I Lj&mo. &m+Ic—io.
~

where

(AS)

where i, j, and k are all nearest neighbors. Other
interaction terms which appear in Eq. (AS) are still
smaller. From (A9), it is clear that the term (ii

I
1/rl ii)

representing the intra-atomic correlation is the largest
in magnitude. Hubbard retained only this term and
neglected other terms. We note that the term (ij I

1/r I
ij)

is about 30% of the term (iil1/rlii), and when we
consider Z nearest neighbors which contribute equally,
it does not appear convincing to neglect this term with-
out a proper analysis. The other terms which are quite
small may be neglected in comparison to these two
terms. If we do so, we get from (AS)

1
&ijl-l~i&

1T, Q f„cik (R;—Ri)
u (A6) I

II=+ T;,c;.tc,.+ Pn, .N; —.
ij io'

I
+-,'P g;,~; ~,.—~'X —+PV —1)g, (A10)

and

p* (x—Ri)p*(x'—R,)p (x—Rk)g (x' —Ri)
g2

Ix—x'I

Xdxdx', (A7)

where

I= (zz
I
1/r I ii),

0"=&ijl 1/rlij&=0,
(if i and j are nearest neighbors)

(A11)

P p cik (R)—Ri)

Ik

(Ag)

=0, (otherwise)
a= number of electrons per atom.

(A12)

One can evaluate the terms of the form given by
Eq. (A7) by using atomic wave function, the representa-
tive magnitude of various terms for d electrons in

After dropping out the last term in (A10) which is a
constant, we obtain the Hamiltonian (1).

15 J. L. Beeby, in Theory of Magnetism in Transition Metals,
edited by W. Marshall (AcadeInic Press Inc. , New York, 1967),
p. 87.


